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bstract

omposite electrolytes with nominal compositions, Ce0.8Gd0.2O1.9 + xBaO (x = 0.2 and 0.3), have been synthesized through the citrate route.
ormation of two phases, namely Gd-doped ceria and Gd-doped barium cerate, has been confirmed through XRD and SEM studies. The impedance
pectra show three distinct semi-circles, all originating from the composite electrolytes. In the temperature range 175–350 ◦C, the activation
nergies for the conductivity values extracted from the high frequency and intermediate frequency parts of the impedance spectra remains the

ame, irrespective of compositional and micro-structural variation. On the other hand, the activation energies for the conductivity values associated
ith the low frequency impedance spectra show a significant change with micro-structural variation. Solid oxide fuel cells constructed using these

omposite electrolytes exhibit a higher open circuit voltage compared to those based on single phase 20 mol% Gd-doped ceria.
2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) hold a clean, efficient and
romising solution for the ever-increasing demands for energy.
he electrolyte is one of the key components, which decide

he performance of a SOFC. Currently, commercially available
OFCs, using yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) as an electrolyte,
ave to operate around 1000 ◦C to meet the required per-
ormance characteristics. This is essentially because the total
onductivity of YSZ based electrolyte reaches the required value
.1 S cm−1, only at this temperature.1 But, such a high operat-
ng temperature causes reactions between various components
f a SOFC and, thus, limits the choice of materials for the other
omponents. Hence, lowering the operating temperature would
iden the range of materials useful in various components of a
OFC. In addition, the lower operating temperatures would also
acilitate a faster start up and shut down of a SOFC system.
The doped-ceria based electrolytes are noteworthy candi-
ates for reducing the operating temperature, as they exhibit
he required conductivity 0.1 S cm−1 at 800 ◦C.2 Introduction
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cell

f aliovalent cations, like Gd+3, into the host lattice of CeO2
ncreases the concentration of oxygen vacancies (as shown by
q. (1)) and results in improved conductivity.

d2O3 → 2Gd′
Ce + V

••
o + 3Ox

o (1)

However, Gd-doped ceria, under reducing conditions at
node, invoke leakage current in the form of electronic conduc-
ivity, and thus diminish the cell output in terms of open circuit
oltage (OCV).3

Another class of electrolytes based on doped-barium cer-
te exhibits proton and oxygen ion conductivity, depending on
tmosphere and temperature.4 Introduction of trivalent dopants
ike Gd+3 into barium cerate (BaCeO3) results in the formation
f oxygen vacancies, subsequently these vacancies react with
2O (moisture) present in ambient air to form defects capable
f proton conduction, in addition to the oxygen ion conductivity,
s described below in Eqs. (2) and (3).

Cex
Ce + Ox

o + Gd2O3 → 2Gd′
Ce + V

••
o + 2CeO2 (2)

•• x •

2O + Vo + Oo ↔ 2OHo (3)

Moreover, BaCeO3 based materials are resistant to the elec-
ronic leakage conduction.5 Thus, if a composite electrolyte is

ade from the combination of doped-ceria and doped-barium

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jeurceramsoc.2010.10.027
mailto:pgopalan@iitb.ac.in
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erate, it is expected that the doped-barium cerate phase can
ct as a blocking phase to the leakage current generated by the
eduction of the doped-ceria phase. This should increase the
CV of the fuel cell as compared to those employing doped-

eria based electrolyte. Furthermore, these composites would
ave the advantage of additional proton conductivity displayed
y the doped-barium cerate phase. Hirabayashi et al.6 obtained
igher OCV by growing a layer of BaCexSm(1−x)O3−δ on
e0.8Sm0.2O1.9 than Ce0.8Sm0.2O1.9 alone as an electrolyte. Zhu
t al.7 have also reported improvement in OCV for a composite
f BaCe0.8Y0.2O2.9 and Ce0.8Sm0.2O1.9 over only doped-ceria
ased electrolyte.

Understanding the correlation between microstructure and
lectrical behavior of composites of doped ceria and doped bar-
um cerate is important from, both, fundamental and application
oint of view. The impedance spectroscopy has been widely used
o characterize the electrical behavior of single phase doped-
eria as well as doped-barium cerate systems.8–11 Impedance
pectroscopy has been helpful to separate the grain and grain
oundary impedance contributions to the total impedance
f the electrolyte. The electrical behavior of YSZ/Al2O3,
SZ/MgO, YSZ/Y2O3 and Ce0.8Gd0.2O2−δ/Al2O3 compos-

tes, as electrolyte, has been studied in detail using impedance
pectroscopy.12–15 Moreover, the analysis of the impedance
pectra can give meaningful insights into many aspects of the
omposite conductivity like percolation threshold of the second
hase and blocking effect produced by the lower conducting
hase.12,13,16 To our knowledge, no detailed impedance spec-
roscopy studies have been done to understand the correlation
etween microstructure and electrical behavior of doped ceria
nd doped barium cerate composite systems; an attempt has thus
een made in the current work.

Composites of Gd-doped ceria and Gd-doped barium cer-
te have been synthesized through the citrate (modified Pechini)
oute as reported in the literature.17,18 The advantages of this wet
hemical route over conventional solid state synthesis methods
ave been reported in terms of lower calcination temperatures,
ower activation energy for the grain boundary conductivity and
igher total conductivity obtained for wet chemical route.19,20

he variation in microstructure has been obtained by varying the
intering temperature. The effect of these different microstruc-
ures on the electrical properties of the composite has been
tudied by impedance spectroscopy. The utility of these samples
s an electrolyte for a SOFC has also been evaluated.

. Experimental details

.1. Powder preparation

Composites of Gd-doped ceria (CG) and Gd-doped barium
erate (BCG) with nominal molar ratio of 8:2 (B20CG) and
:3 (B30CG), along with the compounds 20 mol% Gd-doped
eria (CG20) and 15 mol% Gd-doped barium cerate (BCG15),

ere synthesized through the citrate process. Barium carbon-

te (BaCO3, 99.99%, Alpha Aesar), gadolinia (Gd2O3, 99.99%,
lpha Aesar), cerium nitrate hexahydrate (Ce(NO3)3·6H2O,
9% Aldrich) were used as the starting material for the synthe-

s
t
i
p

n Ceramic Society 31 (2011) 559–568

is. Citric acid (CA) (C6H8O7, Merck, 99%) and ethylene glycol
EG) (C2H6O2, Merck, 99%) were used as a chelating agent
nd reaction medium, respectively. The Gd2O3 was dissolved in
ilute nitric acid to obtain a clear solution with constant stirring.
e(NO3)3·6H2O and BaCO3 (except for CG20) were added to

he solution subsequently. The molar ratio of EG/CA/metal ion
as fixed as 20:5:1.17 The resulting solution was dried in an
ven at 80 ◦C to promote gelation. The gel obtained was heated
t 300 ◦C for 4 h to obtain polymeric precursor. The CG20 pre-
ursor was calcined at 600 ◦C for 2 h, while others were calcined
t 1100 ◦C for 4 h to obtain the required phases. Powders were
all milled in polyethylene terephthalate containers with ethyl
lcohol for 48 h to reduce the particle size. The yttria stabilized
irconia balls were used as a grinding medium. The particle size
nalysis was performed on Galai CIS-I and sodium pyrophos-
hate was used as a dispersant.

.2. Pellet fabrication

Pellets of thickness ranging between 1.1 and 2.6 mm were
ade by uni-axial compression in a steel die of diameter 10 mm
ith a pressure of 100 MPa. The pellets fabricated from CG20,
CG15, B20CG and B30CG were sintered at 1550 ◦C for 10 h on
n alumina plate, referred now on as CG201550, BCG151550,
20CG1550 and B30CG1550, respectively. Pellets from the
G20, BCG15 and B20CG were also sintered at 1450 ◦C for
0 h and would be identified as CG201450, BCG151450 and
20CG1450 in the further discussion. The heating rate was
aintained at 2 ◦C min−1 in the process of sintering. The surface

f the pellet in contact with the alumina plate was polished with
iC paper (600 grit) to remove any reaction products.

.3. Phase analysis

X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies were carried out on powders
n a PANanalytical PW3040/60 X’pert PRO diffractometer (Cu

�). A scanning rate of 10−3 degree s−1 was employed. Reitveld
efinement of the XRD data was done using software (BRASS)
o estimate the composition and the unit cell volume of the
omponent phases in the composite samples.21 The parameters
or CeO2 (fluorite Fm3m) and BaCeO3 (orthorhombic Pmcn)
ere used as the starting structural models for refinement in the

oftware.22,23

.4. Microstructural analysis

The pellets were polished with an emery paper, diamond paste
nd colloidal silica for scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
nergy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) studies. Thermal etching
as done at a temperature 100 ◦C lower than the sintering tem-
erature of each pellet for 2 h. The SEM was performed on a
itachi S3400N. The SEM images of all the composites were

nalyzed to find out the grain size distribution using Olysia m3

oftware (Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan).24 The backscat-
ered images, from SEM, were processed using the software to
mprove the contrast for grain size analysis. For selecting the
hases, manual as well automatic selection method was adopted.
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phase unit cell volume is seen, as compared to BCG15 unit cell
volume.28 This decrease in the cell volume may be due to less
than 15 mol% of Gd occupying Ce site and/or partial occupation
of Ba sites by Gd in BaCeO3 as has been reported elsewhere.29

Table 1a
Lattice parameters and unit cell volumes extracted from the X-ray diffraction
data.

Sample CG phase BCG phase

a/Å V/Å3 a/Å b/Å c/Å3 V/Å3
M. Khandelwal et al. / Journal of the Eu

ach phase was separately analyzed to obtain the grain size
istribution in all the composites.

.5. Electrical conductivity

A platinum coating (General Trading Corporation, Mumbai,
ndia) was applied on both the surfaces of the pellet to serve
s two electrodes. The platinum coated pellets were then fired
t 1000 ◦C for 1 h to ensure good adhesion between the sample
urface and platinum electrode. The impedance measurements
ere carried out as a function of frequency using a HP4192A

mpedance analyzer. A ProboStatTM sample holder (Norwegian
eramic Society, Norway) was employed for all temperature
ependent conductivity measurements in ambient air. The sam-
le holder was placed in a vertical tube furnace to carry out the
mpedance measurements. A Eurotherm 2416 temperature con-
roller monitored the heating and cooling rate of the furnace. The
mpedance measurements were carried out over the frequency
ange of 102–107 Hz and 20 measurements per decade of fre-
uency were obtained. An applied potential of 1 V was used for
he temperature range 100–600 ◦C, and 0.1 V for the tempera-
ure range 625–800 ◦C. As the electrolytes studied in the current
ork are expected to have a linear voltage–current relationship,

elatively high voltage amplitude (1 V) was used at low tem-
eratures to minimize noise in the impedance response.25 The
mpedance values were collected during the cooling cycle. The
mpedance spectra were fitted to the conventional equivalent
ircuit containing resistance-constant phase element (R-CPE)
ub circuits using the Zview software (Version 3.0, Scribner
ssociates, Inc.).26 The circuit elements like inductor, warburg

lement were also used to account for the response of electrode
o applied potential. The capacitance values were extracted using
he formula:

= Y (1/n)R(1/n−1) (4)

here, R being resistance, Y and n being two parameters that
haracterize CPE used for fitting.

.6. Fuel cell test

An apparatus was fabricated to measure the cell voltage as a
unction of current using the prepared composite electrolytes in
orm of a planar electrolyte supported SOFC. The thicknesses of
G201550, B20CG1550, B20CG1450 and B30CG1550 pellets
ere 1.7, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.5 mm, respectively. The pellets were

oated with platinum paste over 3.5 mm diameter on both sides
nd fired at 1000 ◦C for 1 h, to serve as a cathode and anode.
n alumina tube of inner and outer diameter 5 mm and 8 mm,

espectively, was used as a support tube. A gold washer of 6 mm
nner diameter and 8 mm outer diameter was employed as a
ealant. A platinum mesh was used as a current collector for
oth the electrodes and platinum wires in contact with the current

ollector served as leads. The electrical contact and sealing were
nsured by a spring loaded assembly. The entire setup was kept
nside a vertical tube furnace. Humidified hydrogen was supplied
t a flow rate 50 ml min−1 to the anode chamber and cathode

C
B
B
B

ig. 1. Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of CG20, B20CG, B30CG and BCG15.
he peak marked SH originates from the sample holder used.

as exposed to ambient air. The measurements were carried
ut using a Keithley 6221 current source and Keithley 2182A
anovoltmeter, during the cooling cycle in the temperature range
00–650 ◦C in steps of 50 ◦C. The peak marked SH originates
rom the sample holder used.

. Results and discussion

.1. X-ray diffraction

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns for the calcined pow-
ers CG20, BCG15, B20CG and B30CG are shown in Fig. 1.
he XRD patterns of CG20 and BCG15 match with that of
uorite (JCPDS Reference code: 01-075-0162) and orthorhom-
ic pervoskite structure (JCPDS Reference code: 01-082-2373),
espectively. The XRD patterns of B20CG and B30CG clearly
how presence of two different phases. One phase corresponds
o Gd-doped ceria (CG) and the other phase to Gd-doped bar-
um cerate (BCG). Table 1a lists the lattice parameters for all the
hases present in the samples, extracted from the XRD data. In
omposite samples, the unit cell volume of CG phase is found to
e higher than that of CG20. This can be attributed to the higher
oncentration of Gd in CeO2 phase in composites as compared
o single phase CG20.27 On the contrary, a decrease in the BCG
G20 5.421 159.3
20CG 5.426 159.8 8.774 6.244 6.224 340.9
30CG 5.428 159.9 8.777 6.241 6.223 340.8
CG15 8.769 6.243 6.203 342.5
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Fig. 2. Back scattered electron images of sintered surfaces of (a) CG201450, (b) CG201550, (c) BCG151450, (d) BCG151550, (e) B20CG1450, (f) B20CG1550
a

3

m

c

nd (g) B30CG1450.

.2. Particle size analysis
The powders of the two composites were analyzed to obtain
ean particle size before and after ball milling. The mean parti-

t
m
p

le size of B20CG decreased from 1.6 �m to 0.75 �m whereas

hat for B30CG decreased from 1.3 �m to 0.8 �m after ball

illing. However, ball milling did not have much effect on the
articles of CG20.
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Table 1b
Volume fractions for the composite samples.

Nominal mol fraction/mol% Volume fraction/vol.%

CG phase BCG phase CG phasea BCG phaseb

B20CG1450 80 20 65 35
B20CG1550 80 20 65 35
B30CG1550 70 30 52 48

a Density of CG phase used in the calculation is 7.24 g cm−3, taken from
J
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.3. SEM

The back scattered electron (BSE) images of CG201450 and
G201550 are shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively. The mean
rain sizes of CG201450 and CG201550 are 5.03(±1.74) �m
nd 11.29(±4.49) �m, respectively. The mean grain sizes of
G20 exhibit a slightly more than 2-times increase, on increas-

ng the sintering temperature from 1450 ◦C to 1550 ◦C. This
rend is consistent with the temperature dependent grain size
btained for CG20 by Christie et al.8 The BSE images of
CG151450 and BCG151550 are shown in Fig. 2(c) and

d), respectively. The mean grain sizes of BCG151450 and
CG151550 are 6.77(±1.80) �m and 13.02(±3.28) �m, respec-

ively. The mean grain size of BCG15 shows nearly 2-times
ncrease, on increasing the sintering temperature from 1450 ◦C
o 1550 ◦C. This observation is consistent with the grain growth
een with the increasing sintering temperature for BCG15 by
aile et al.10 Furthermore, large mean grain size of samples
G201550 and BCG151550 implies relatively small contribu-

ion from the grain boundaries towards the total impedance.
Fig. 2(e)–(g) shows BSE images of the composite samples

or B20CG1450, B20CG1550 and B30CG1550. These images
eveal no porosities, thus avoiding any possible effect of these
n the impedance response of the samples. The two contrasting
hases are distinctly visible in each image. The elemental dis-
ersive spectrum (EDS) indicated presence of Gd, Ce, O, Ba in
he dark phase and Gd, Ce, O in the bright phase. This confirms
hat the dark phase corresponds to the BCG phase, while the
right phase is the CG phase. This observation of a two-phase
icrostructure is consistent with the two phase prediction by
RD.
The BSE images of B20CG1450 and B20CG1550 are shown

n Fig. 2(e) and (f), respectively. A general increase in the grain
ize of each of BCG and CG phases has been observed with an
ncrease in the sintering temperature of the samples. The mean
rain sizes of CG phase in B20CG1450 and B20CG1550 are
.85(±0.4) �m and 0.95(±0.8) �m respectively, while that of
CG phase in B20CG1450 and B20CG1550 are 1.25(±0.6) �m
nd 4.3(±2.0) �m, respectively. Thus, on increasing the sinter-
ng temperature from 1450 ◦C to 1550 ◦C, the mean grain size of
G phase experiences a very small increase, whereas the mean
rain size of BCG phase at 1550 ◦C is almost 3-times that of at
450 ◦C. The indicates that, with increase in sintering tempera-
ure, the grain growth of BCG phase in composite resembles the
ingle phase BCG15, whereas that of CG phase does not; this
s likely to be due to the pinning of CG grains by the presence
nd simultaneous growth of BCG grain.15,16 In B30CG1550, the
ean grain size of CG and BCG phase are 1.23(±1.02) �m and

.79(±1.46) �m, respectively (Fig. 2(g)). Thus, increasing the
ole fraction of BCG phase from 20% to 30% in the composite

ystem did not show a significant change in the grain size of
ndividual phases.

The microstructures of composites do not show per-

olation clearly (Fig. 2(e)–(g)). However, percolation in
hree-dimensional network can be predicted using volume frac-
ion, particle size and grain size of the secondary phase present.
n all composites, neither of the phases shows abnormally large

i
i
g
e

CPDS Reference code: 01-075-0162.
b Density of BCG phase used in the calculation is 6.36 g cm−3, taken from

CPDS Reference code: 01-082-2373.

article size (Section 3.2) and grain size distribution. Hence, the
olume fraction plays a crucial role in deciding the percolation
f BCG phase. The volume fractions of composites are listed in
able 1b. According to the symmetric Bruggeman model used
or analyzing random composite mixtures, percolation of the
econd phase starts around 33 vol.%.16 In the present study, vol-
me fraction of BCG exceeds this percolation limit. Hence, it
s likely that the composites have three-dimensional percolating
athways of BCG phase. However, this is to be verified using
he conductivity data in the following section.

.4. Conductivity measurements

Given the composite nature of the electrolyte, three semi-
ircles are seen in the impedance spectra, whose visibility
epends on the temperature and limitations of the impedance
nalyzer. These semi-circles can be identified in terms of their
requency range as high frequency (HF), intermediate frequency
IF) and low frequency (LF) semi-circle. Fig. 3(a) shows the
mpedance spectra of CG201550, BCG151550, B20CG1450,
20CG1550, and B30CG1550 at 200 ◦C in air and Fig. 3(b) is
n enlarged version of the high frequency region of Fig. 3(a).
he two overlapping depressed semi circles are visible for all

he composites, unlike the single phase systems. The capaci-
ance values extracted from the HF semi-circle at 200 ◦C for the
omposites B20CG1550, B20CG1450 and B30CG1550 are 8,
, and 6 pF cm−1, respectively. Such an order of the capacitance
alues from the HF semi-circle of the composites, are indicative
f the grain response.8,10 Considering the composite nature of
hese samples, both the CG and BCG grain can influence the
F semi-circle. However, in this temperature range, the grain

onductivity of the BCG phase is significantly higher than CG
hase while their permittivity values are of the same order of
agnitude.10,30 The capacitance values extracted from the IF

emi-circle for B20CG1550, B20CG1450, and B30CG1550 are
1, 57, and 117 pF cm−1, respectively. These capacitance val-
es are an order of magnitude higher than those associated with
he grains of the BCG and CG phase. In addition, these values
f capacitance are also an order of magnitude lower than those
ttributed to the grain boundaries.8,10,11,30,31 Also, the capac-

tance associated with these IF semi-circle decreases with an
ncrease in the sintering temperature, which is in contrast to the
rain boundary response of the single phase systems.8,10 This
liminates the possibility of origin of the IF semi-circle from the
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Fig. 3. (a) Impedance spectra in air at 200 ◦C for CG201550, BCG151550,
B20CG1450, B20CG1550 and B30CG1550. The absolute impedance has been
multiplied by geometric factor (electrode area/electrolyte thickness) for com-
parison between samples with different geometric factors. (b) Enlarged view
of (a) in high frequency region including impedance spectra in air at 200 ◦C
for CG201550, BCG151550, B20CG1450, B20CG1550 and B30CG1550.
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he absolute impedance has been multiplied by geometric factor (electrode
rea/electrolyte thickness) for comparison between samples with different geo-
etric factors.

rain boundary response. However, on the basis of the capaci-
ance values, the IF semi-circle may be attributed to the response
f the fraction of small-sized CG grains in the composites.31

Fig. 4(a) exhibits the Arrhenius plots for the conductivity val-
es extracted from the HF semi-circle of the impedance spectra
or the composites B20CG1450, B20CG1550 and B30CG1550
long with single phase samples CG201550 and BCG151550
or comparison. Above 325 ◦C, a parallel R-CPE equivalent
ircuit cannot model the HF semi-circle accurately and hence
he resistance values are not extracted at temperatures above
his temperature. The activation energy is calculated from the
rrhenius plots using the equation:

σ
(

E
)

= 0

T
exp a

kT
(5)

here σ is the conductivity, σ0 is a pre-exponential term, T
s the absolute temperature, k is Boltzmann constant and Ea

o
c
c
i

20CG1550 and B30CG1550. (b) High frequency conductivity as a function of
olume fraction of BCG phase at 200 ◦C.

s the activation energy for conduction. The activation energy
or the grain conductivity corresponding to the HF semicir-
le for BCG151550 and CG201550 as well as the composites
20CG1450, B20CG1550 and B30CG1550 is determined from
ig. 4(a) using Eq. (5) and listed in Table 2a. The activation
nergy for the grain conductivity of BCG151550 is in agreement
ith the values reported in literature.10,32,33 For composites,

he activation energies for the grain conductivity, corresponding
o the HF semi-circle, resembles that of the BCG151550 sin-
le phase system. This indicates similarity in the grain charge
onduction mechanism in the composites and BCG15, which
an be attributed to effective percolation of BCG phase in the
omposites at the studied compositions.12 On the other hand,
he pre-exponential term for all composites (Table 2b) is sig-
ificantly lower than that of single phase Gd-doped barium
erates.32 This can be due to two reasons. First, due blocking

f charge conduction by a fraction of CG grains with grain size
omparable to BCG grain and secondly, because of lower charge
oncentration in BCG phase resulting from part of Gd occupy-
ng Ba site. This is also reflected by the lower unit cell volume
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Table 2a
Activation energy calculated from impedance curves for the HF and IF semi-
circles.

Sample Activation energy/eV

HF semi-circle IF semi-circle

B20CG1550 0.58 0.95
B20CG1450 0.54 1.00
B30CG1550 0.54 0.92
CG201550 0.92
BCG151550 0.54
BCG15a 0.56
BCG15b 0.56
BCG15c 0.58
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a Haile et al.10

b Bonanos et al.32

c Stevenson et al.33

f BCG phase in the composite samples as indicated in the XRD
tudies.

The grain conductivity as a function of BCG volume fraction
s shown in Fig. 4(b). The curve shown in this figure is guide
or eye only. For all composite systems, the grain conductivity
ncreases sharply with the increasing BCG volume fraction. The
omposites in this work exhibit a 5–10 times increase in the grain
onductivity compared to the single phase CG201550. This is
good indicative to the formation of three-dimensional perco-

ating BCG pathways in all composites. Moreover, the grain
onductivity for B20CG1450 is higher than B20CG1550. This
an be attributed to smaller mean grain size of BCG phase, which
s more favorable for the BCG phase percolation to occur.

Fig. 5 exhibits the Arrhenius plots for the conductivity values
xtracted from the IF semi-circle of the impedance spectra for the
omposites B20CG1450, B20CG1550 and B30CG1550. The
ctivation energy values are obtained from these plots using Eq.
5) as given in Table 2a. These values are similar to that for
d-doped ceria systems.8,30,32 This is in agreement with earlier

ssignment of IF semi-circle, predominantly, to the fraction of
G phase grains with small grain size, based on the capacitance
alues.

Fig. 6(a) shows the impedance plots for CG201550,
CG151550, B20CG1550, B20CG1450 and B30CG1550 at
50 ◦C in air. The HF semi-circle of the impedance spectra is not
learly visible as the relaxation frequency of the grain exceeds

he high frequency limit of the impedance analyzer as can be
een in the enlarged view of the HF region in Fig. 6(b). The
F and LF semi-circles are visible as depressed and convoluted
emicircle. For the single phase systems, the LF semi-circle is

able 2b
re-exponential factors calculated from impedance curves for the HF semi-
ircle.

ample Pre-exponential term (×103) (S cm−1) K

20CG1550 7.1
20CG1450 3.6
30CG1550 5.5
G201550 5495.4
CG1550 45.7
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ig. 5. Temperature dependent intermediate frequency conductivity for
20CG1450, B20CG1550 and B30CG1550.

enerally attributed to the charge transfer between electrode
nd electrolyte.11,34 However, for the composites, this semi-
ircle exhibits a change in values with variation in thickness
f the pellet, similar to other semi-circles originating from the
lectrolyte. And thus, this semi-circle can also be said to have
rigin from the electrolyte only. The capacitance values for this
emi-circle for B20CG1550, B20CG1550 and B30CG1550 are
7, 21, and 28 nF cm−1, respectively. This range of capacitance
alues may be attributed to the grain boundaries or interface
etween phases.10 In the temperature range 700–800 ◦C (not
hown), one more semi-circle appears in the impedance spec-
ra. This semi-circle does not show variation with the change in
lectrolyte thickness. Hence, this semi-circle can be conferred
o the electrolyte–electrode interfacial response. The total resis-
ivity of the composite electrolytes is the higher intercept of LF
emi-circle with the real axis.

Fig. 7 shows the Arrhenius plot for B20CG1450, B20CG1550
nd B30CG1550 for the conductivity values extracted from the
F semi-circle in the temperature range from 350 ◦C to 800 ◦C.
he plot for B20CG1450 shows a significant change in the slope
round 600 ◦C. Above 600 ◦C, the activation energy for this sam-
le increases from 1.08 eV to 1.39 eV. This change can arise from
he distinct microstructure of B20CG1450. On the other hand,
20CG1550 and B30CG1550 do not show significant change in
ctivation energy (1 eV) over the temperature range of measure-
ent. This indicates similar type of charge transport mechanism

n these composites in the temperature range of measurement.
The Arrhenius plots for the total conductivities for

G201550, BCG151550, B20CG1550, B20CG1450 and
30CG1550 samples are shown in Fig. 8. All composite
lectrolytes exhibit almost a similar dependence of total con-
uctivity on the temperature in air in the studied temperature
ange. The activation energy for the total conductivity for

ll the composites is around 0.85 eV, which is similar to
hat of CG201550. This is in agreement with the activation
nergy reported for Gd-doped ceria in similar temperature range
eported elsewhere.20 This suggests that the total conductivity
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Fig. 6. (a) Impedance spectra in air at 350 ◦C for CG201550, BCG151550,
B20CG1450, B20CG1550 and B30CG1550. The absolute impedance has been
multiplied by geometric factor (electrode area/electrolyte thickness) for com-
parison between samples with different geometric factors. (b) Enlarged view
of (a) in high frequency region including impedance spectra in air at 350 ◦C
for CG201550, BCG151550, B20CG1450, B20CG1550 and B30CG1550.
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Fig. 7. Temperature dependent low frequency conductivity for B20CG1450,
B20CG1550 and B30CG1550.

Fig. 8. Arrhenius plots of total conductivity for CG201550, BCG151550,
B20CG1450, B20CG1550 and B30CG1550.
he absolute impedance has been multiplied by geometric factor (electrode
rea/electrolyte thickness) for comparison between samples with different geo-
etric factors.

f these composites is controlled by the CG phase in this temper-
ture range. The total conductivity at 800 ◦C for B20CG1550,
20CG1450 and B30CG1550 are 2.8 × 10−2, 3.4 × 10−2 and
.6 × 10−2 S cm−1, respectively. The total conductivity values
f the composite electrolytes are lower than that of CG201550.
his can be attributed to the presence of BCG phase which has
omparatively a lower charge concentration and thus resulting
nto lower conductivity.

.5. Fuel cell test

Fig. 9 shows the cell voltage and power density as a function
f current density at 800 ◦C for SOFCs based on Ce0.8Gd0.2O1.9

nd composite electrolytes. The OCV and peak power density
or CG201550 are 0.73 V and 20 mW cm−2, respectively. This
CV is lower than the theoretically predicted OCV owing to

he electronic conductivity in doped ceria and choice of elec-

Fig. 9. The cell voltage and power density as a function of current density
for CG201550, B20CG1450, B20CG1550 and B20CG1550. Open and close
symbols represent cell voltage and power density, respectively.
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rode materials.35 The non-linear decrease in the cell voltage
ith an increase in current density originates from activation
olarization.

In general, all SOFC constructed with composite electrolyte
xhibit a higher OCV than CG201550. The OCV of SOFCs
onstructed using B20CG1550, B20CG1450 and B30CG1550
re 0.87, 0.87 and 0.89 V, respectively. This increase in OCV
s partly due to the blocking of electronic current by BCG
hase.36 The similarity in the OCVs for SOFCs constructed
sing composite electrolytes B20CG1550 and B20CG1450 indi-
ates that the blocking effect by BCG phase is not affected
uch by its grain size. The OCV for SOFC using B30CG1550

s slightly higher than rest of the composite electrolytes. This
an be attributed to higher mol fraction of BCG phase present.
he SOFCs with composite electrolytes show a linear drop in
ell voltage with an increase in current density. This is due to
hmic polarization arising from thick pellets as electrolytes used

n this study. The slope of I–V plot corresponds to the Ohmic
esistance predominantly from the composite electrolyte. The
omposite electrolytes B20CG1550 and B20CG1450 show a
ignificant increase in the total conductivity in fuel cell atmo-
phere compared to air. In contrast, B30CG1550 does not show
uch an increase. This can be attributed to higher proton conduc-
ivity in BCG phase present in B20CG1450 and B20CG1550
han B30CG1550.The peak power densities for B20CG1550,
20CG1450 and B30CG1550 are 70, 50 and 30 mW cm−2,

espectively. The obtained low power densities are due to thick
lectrolytes used in the study. These power densities can be fur-
her improved by thinner electrolytes with suitable electrode

aterials.

. Conclusion

In this work, Gd-doped ceria and Gd-doped barium cer-
te composites were synthesized through the citrate route. The
ormation of two phase microstructure was confirmed through
-ray diffraction and electron microscopy. It was revealed that

he presence of Gd-doped barium cerate phase arrested the
rain growth of Gd-doped ceria phase. The three distinct semi-
ircles associated with the electrolyte were observed in the
mpedance spectra of the composite electrolytes, unlike the
ingle phase systems. On the basis of capacitance and the acti-
ation energy values extracted from the temperature dependent
onductivity, the high frequency and intermediate frequency
emi-circles were attributed predominantly to the Gd-doped
arium cerate and Gd-doped ceria phase, respectively. The
ow frequency semi-circle was attributed to the grain bound-
ry and interfacial response. The activation energy associated
ith the conductivity values extracted from the low frequency

emi-circle was found to vary significantly with microstructure.
he SOFCs based on composite electrolyte showed appre-

iable improvement in open circuit voltage over those based
n 20% Gd-doped ceria as electrolyte. Further improvement
n the performance can be made on the basis of understand-
ng developed by this work on the microstructure–conductivity
orrelation.
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